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• Economy - Support & grow all aspects of
our economy
• Community - Deliver the best possible
value to the community in public services
• Population – balance of economic benefit
with respect for heritage values
• Environment – Secure investment
initiatives and suitable technology to
benefit us
• Transport – Maintain effective lifeline to
our air and sea links thereby providing
value & reliability for passengers

Personal statement
Islanders deserve a sustainable future, that
benefits everyone’s lifestyle. Respect for the
past will enable us to work together to deliver
that future for our community, providing
solutions that are better for everyone.
My strengths are the experience to look at the
information we have and ability to understand
and balance the options. I have the skills
needed to work towards solutions that will
provide benefits for the whole community.

Manifesto
In 2012, I was elected to the States with the
call of ‘Let’s work together’. My focus was on
teamwork and I continue to work this way now.
I am excited with the ‘Guernsey Partnership’
message ‘Move forward together’. These
values make strong and positive connections.
Our lives have changed in unexpected ways in
the last 6 months and it is clear we need focus,
direction and investment from the ‘Revive and

Thrive’ plan. This must provide the community
and business with confidence that ‘recovery
is being well planned’. It is an opportunity to
ensure we achieve economic, environmental
and social recovery. Now is the right time
to consider areas that many people in our
community feel should be discussed and put in
place.
I will provide courage to make decisions as we
go along and confidence to deliver solutions
so that options have the right time to grow and
develop. I will work independently to express
the people’s views fairly and honestly and then
support States’ decisions with prompt action.
My aim is to represent the people of our
community. I am the voice of your vote and
my Key Priorities should stand out as the way
I will develop what is essential to Guernsey’s
future. I intend to encourage steps towards
delivering the right solutions that offer benefits
to everyone.

I am of the firm view that Health is key to a
vibrant and active community. We must ensure
there are services for everyone across the
spectrum of need, available and accessible at a
fair price within an acceptable time frame. We
must understand the demand on the Primary
Health Care service and how it impacts on the
old and young. I believe government funding
of medical expenses needs consideration
and improvement. The health grant requires
amending to reflect the rising costs of medical
appointments, repeat prescription charges and
blood test fees to ease financial pressure on
those that suffer the most.
The Long-Term Care fund is becoming a
concern due to demand for care home capacity
and facilities. As set out by the ‘Ageing Well
in the Bailiwick’, the ability to live at home as
we get older will be the key to cost-effective
and sustainable care. Planning and design of
funding and services for the ageing population
will be essential in relieving the increasing
demand on hospital services and associated
costs. I also want to see the establishment
of a land registry scheme that will provide
certainty of land ownership and improve
conveyancing services. Finally, I believe
in a strong emphasis on lifestyle choices,
government department co-operation and
good, widespread understanding of the need
for a healthy society of all ages.
There is also increased interest in the Blue
Economy in a variety of forms. These include
the traditional ocean industries of fisheries,
tourism, and maritime transport. I support
new and emerging activities, like offshore
renewable energy and aquaculture. As an
Island our relationship is critical we should
consider the opportunities available, whilst
working to an inclusive Green Economy of lowcarbon, resource-conserving and diversity. In
this way we will embrace effective new models
of economic development for Guernsey,
growing new sectors and addressing pressing
social and environmental issues.
The time has come when we should re-consider
the medicinal use of Cannabis and how the
possession of cannabis is dealt with in our
community. With informed decision making
and Guernsey in mind, there are potential
opportunities to be explored. Generally, I want
to encourage and support people’s desire
to choose plant-based foods and products.
This approach will bring environmental and
economic benefits.

Move
forward
together.

Our Values

Decisive action
Inclusive Government
Invest in “Revive and Thrive
Support people
Improve our environment

moveforward.gg

We must collaborate with interested groups to
renew and bring life back into The Bridge area.
This can only be done with the development of
retail shops, community and cultural facilities
and housing as a matter of priority. The retail
sector in St. Peter Port also needs support to
fight against changing customer habits, like
internet shopping. I want to see co-operation
between the staff of the States and private
landlords to revitalise retail and return it to
an important part of our community. I will
actively support an overhaul of the existing
telecoms network, development of fibre optic
connectivity and a review of use and licensing
of the Island-wide infrastructure.
Guernsey Together, we can achieve so much working with the community, as a community.
My full manifesto is available at
www.davidinglis.gg

